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CHILDREN’S COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE

8 July 2020

9.30 a.m. to 11.21 a.m.

PRESENT: Councillor John Merry (JM) - in the Chair
 
Members:

Nick Browne (NB) Clinical Director of Partnerships / Neighbourhood Lead 
(CCG)

Councillor John Walsh (JW) Executive Support Member for Education and Learning
(SCC)

Steve Dixon (SD) Chief Accountable Officer (CCG)
Councillor Jim Cammell (JC) Executive Support Member for Social Care and Mental 

Health (SCC)
Kate Jones (KJ) Neighbourhood Lead (CCG)
Karen Proctor (KP) Director of Commissioning (CCG)
Francine Thorpe (FT) Director of Quality and Innovation (CCG)
David Warhurst (DW) Chief Finance Officer (CCG)
Chris Hesketh (CH) Head of Financial Management (SCC)

In Attendance:

Eejay Whitehead (EW) Senior Service Improvement Manager 
(Children & Maternity) (CCG)

Debbie Blackburn (DB) Assistant Director of Public Health Nursing and 
Wellbeing (SCC)

Michelle Whittaker (MW) Public Health Development Strategic Manager (SCC)
Mike McHugh (MM) Senior Democratic Services Officer (SCC)

1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

1.1. JM welcomed those present to the meeting.

2. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

2.1. Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Tom Regan, Charlotte 
Ramsden, Muna Abdel Aziz, Joanne Hardman, Hannah Dobrowolska and Harry 
Golby.
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3. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

3.1. No conflicts of interest were declared in respect of the items included on the agenda 
for this meeting.

4. MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

4.1. The minutes of the meeting held on 11 March 2020, were approved as a correct 
record.

5. MATTERS ARISING

5.1. There were no matters arising.

6. FINANCE UPDATE

6.1. DW presented a finance report which provided the Children’s Commissioning 
Committee (CCC) with updates on - 

- the 2019/20 financial performance of the Integrated Fund for Children’s 
services.

- the 20/21 financial planning of the Integrated Fund for Children’s services.

- the Best Value programme for children’s services and the impact of the new 
model of care.

6.2. Details were provided, as follows -

Section 1 - Executive Overview
Section 2 - 2019/20 Final Position
Section 3 - Allocation and key assumptions
Section 4 - Expenditure and key assumptions
Section 5 - Summary of the pool opening position
Section 6 - Best value programme
Section 7 - Risk and assumptions
Section 8 - Next Steps

6.3. A number of questions and comments were raised as detailed below.

6.3.1. JM noted the evident amount of work which was ongoing and, on behalf of the 
Committee, thanked officers for their dedication.

6.3.2. SD echoed the comments made by JM and specifically made reference to way in 
which Salford’s joint working had greatly assisted both strategically and 
operationally since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic.

6.3.3. Discussion took place about risks and assumptions pre and post COVID-19

6.4. RESOLVED: (1) THAT the financial outturn of a £7.5m overspend in 2019/20 be 
noted.
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(2) THAT the pre COVID-19 opening financial position of the 
integrated fund be noted.

(3) THAT the risks associated with COVID-19 and the next steps, 
including the CCGs financial regime expected mid July 2020 be noted.

7. CHILDREN’S AND PUBLIC HEALTH COVID-19 RECOVERY PLAN JUNE 2020

7.1. DB submitted a report of the Strategic Director, People relating to the Children’s 
and Public Health Covid-19 Recovery Plan at June 2020.

7.2. It was confirmed that during these unprecedented times it had been necessary for 
Children’s and Public Health Services to make some immediate changes to the way 
in which services had been delivered. 

7.3. Currently the primary focus was the immediate response to the COVID-19 outbreak. 
However, the uncertainty created, and sheer scale of the pandemic, meant that a 
strategy for recovery also needed to be put in place as part of the response.

7.4. Drawing on evidence from the impact of previous emergencies, recovery could be 
considered as a strategy that was pursued with both short-term and long-term 
goals. Whilst compelling, a goal of ‘getting back to normal’ for recovery was too 
simplistic, particularly given that the challenges currently being faced were far larger 
than a typical emergency response. The intangible damage to health, economies 
and social structures were on a global scale which had been rarely accounted for in 
emergency preparedness plans.

7.5. Instead, what recovery aimed to establish is ‘a new normal’ - a way of life that, in 
some ways, might resemble life prior to the crisis but that was also adapted to and 
conditioned by the crisis that had passed, building on lessons learned through the 
crisis.

7.6. Short-term recovery would look to restart basic services, livelihoods, governance 
and the re-initiation of social lives, and it was important to consider the speed at 
which this should take place.
 

7.7. In the longer term, recovery should seek to reconcile, improve and amend some of
the shortcomings, mistakes and vulnerabilities that exacerbated the emergency’s 
effects in the first place. The distribution of infections and deaths during the COVID-
19 pandemic, the lockdown and associated measures, and the longer-term, socio-
economic impact were likely to reproduce and intensify a number of inequalities.

7.8. The plan detailed the recovery phase for 0-6 months and outlined the areas for 
action. It was confirmed that a Recovery Planning group chaired by Jim Taylor, 
Chief Executive, Salford City Council, was meeting weekly to receive assurance 
and this update would be presented there.

7.9. RESOLVED: (1) THAT the current Children’s and Public Health position in relation 
to Covid-19 risks and recovery planning be noted.
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(2) THAT the ongoing developments be supported.

(3) THAT the Children’s and Public Health Covid-19 Recovery Plan 
June 2020, be approved.

8. BUSINESS PLANNING

8.1. KP submitted the Children’s Commissioning Committee Annual Business Plan.

8.2. She confirmed that the main focus of the report was to present to the committee the 
current commissioning work plan for 2020/21 for children’s services.

8.3. The background to the planning for the year was summarised, along with the impact 
and context of COVID-19 response and recovery.

8.4. KP noted that there were a number of limitations and caveats to the plan, which 
were detailed within the report.

8.5. It was confirmed that delivery against these plans would be reported to the 
committee throughout the year.

8.6. RESOLVED: (1) THAT the report be noted.

(2) THAT the Children’s Commissioning Work Plan be approved.

9. PERINATAL AND INFANT MENTAL HEALTH

9.1. DB and MW submitted a report noting that Parent and Infant Mental Health was a 
key priority in the NHS Five Year Forward View. Salford had invested in the 
development of the adult services to support this but in order to ensure compliance 
with all elements of this programme investment was required in the infant mental 
health element. 

9.3. Some provision was currently available within services, but this business case 
made a strong case for investment in additional provision. The NHS Long Term 
Plan built upon ambitions of the Five Year Forward View for Mental Health in order 
to increase access to evidence-based care for women with moderate to severe 
perinatal mental health difficulties for 66,000 women nationally by 2023/24.

9.4. In Greater Manchester the aim was to ensure access for 3,725 women per year
by this time. This is equivalent to 10% of Greater Manchester birth rate per year.

9.5. As well as providing specialist support to women, the emotional wellbeing of all
the 37,000 babies born in Greater Manchester (GM) every year and their parents
would be promoted through an emotional and mental wellbeing offer in all universal
services, notably maternity, healthy visiting and primary care working together with 
specialist services for the 1001 critical days from pregnancy to 24 months of age.

9.6. This period was also critical in laying foundations for school readiness, in respect of
which Greater Manchester remained below the national average.
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9.7. This business case was brought as part of the Thrive CAMHS update in January
2020 and was deferred because it was viewed that Long Term Plan monies would
be made available for this development, however this would mean that Salford 
would not be compliant with the 5YFW and the potential that access to further LTP
monies could be restricted.

9.8. The business case sets out a proposal to enable Salford to comply with the GMCA 
requirements for a Parent and Infant Mental Health service.

9.9. Discussion took place in respect of a number of issues, including -

9.9.1. The compelling arguments included in the business case for the development and 
implementation of the proposals. 

9.9.2. Issues around future financing of strategic priorities and the need to ensure a clear 
and concise process for prioritisation of projects.

9.9.3. MW confirmed that the business case outlined a relatively small investment which 
would link with existing infrastructure and services to ensure service provision.

9.9.4. Issues surrounding recruitment and retention of staff in this area of work were 
considered.

9.9.5. It was acknowledged that there was a need to take some actions and a request was 
made for the currently proposed business plan to be reviewed to highlight 
specifically the ‘gaps’ in service provision across the system and provide a full cost 
of provision.

9.10. RESOLVED: (1) THAT officers be thanked for their work on this proposal.

(2) THAT the currently proposed business plan to be reviews to 
highlight specifically the ‘gaps’ in service provision across the system and provide a 
full cost of provision; and that a revised report be submitted at a future meeting of 
this Committee.  

10. EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC

10.1. RESOLVED: THAT, under section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the 
public be excluded from the meeting for the following items of business on the 
grounds that they involve the likely disclosure of exempt information as specified in 
paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Act.

11. 0-19 SERVICE ANNUAL REPORT

11.1. DB presented the 0-19 Service Annual Report.

11.2. She highlighted the importance of the universal and targeted 0-19 services 
commissioned by SCC and Salford CCG to support children and families in Salford.
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11.3. Details were provided on assurance required as part of the extension of contract for 
the 0-19 service for one plus one years.

11.4. DB provided details of the key issues raised as risks for 0-19 Children’s Integrated 
Health Service, Specialist Health Service for Looked After Children and the Youth 
Justice Service contracts, included in the correspondence sent to Salford Royal 
Foundation Trust.

11.5. The report provided an update on the progress of the services and provided 
information to give assurance of the quality and evidence required.

11.6. RESOLVED: (1) THAT the information received from SRFT as assurance on 
provision of the 0-19 services be noted.

(2) THAT the issues raised regarding the LAC / YJS specialist health 
contract, the interdependencies with other commissioned services and the ongoing 
assurance sought from SRFT be noted.

(3) THAT the request to seek a Peer review of the 0-19 service by 
Cheshire West and Chester 0-19 service, Early Help service and commissioners be 
approved.

12. INGLESIDE BIRTH AND COMMUNITY CENTRE

12.1. EW and KP submitted a report which provided an update the Commissioning 
Committee on progress following the discussion at January and March’s meetings 
on the future commissioning of Ingleside BCC.

12.2. RESOLVED: (1) THAT the content of the report, progress to date and course of 
action outlined in the paper be approved.

(2) THAT the communications to patients and to staff, be confirmed.

13. ANY OTHER BUSINESS

13.1. There were no items of any other business.

14. DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING

14.1. RESOLVED: THAT the next meeting of this Committee be held on Wednesday 9 
September 2020 at 9.30 a.m.


